With its subsidiaries in Austria, The Netherlands, Switzerland, Thailand, North and
South America Agosi represents the core of the Umicore Business Unit Jewellery
& Industrial Metals. It provides a closed-loop concept of precious metals services,
products and refining for the precious metals consuming industries. At its RJC-CoC
certified sites in Pforzheim and Thailand, Agosi can offer CoC-conform, responsibly
produced gold of conflict-free and certified origin. www.agosi.de.
Our General Terms and Conditions apply. (www.agosi.de/download).
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Allgemeine Gold- und Silberscheideanstalt AG is part of Umicore, Brussels, a
global materials technology group. It focuses on application areas where its
expertise in materials science, chemistry and metallurgy makes a real difference. Umicore’s overriding goal of sustainable value creation is based on
an ambition to develop, produce and recycle materials in a way that fulfils
its mission: materials for a better life. Its social commitment and innovative
environmental approach have earned Umicore worldwide recognition; the
corporation is among « World’s Most Ethical Companies » (Ethisphere 2012).
www.umicore.com
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Our Sense of Responsibility
Agosi and the Responsible Jewellery Council
stand for a conflict-free supply chain
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CoC fine gold with certified origin

Gold alone cannot buy happiness

Agosi CoC fine gold

Agosi combines commercial success with social responsibility and a commitment
to environmental protection. For this reason, we are a member of the RJC.

A sound base for your processing steps

The demand for responsibly traded goods is increasing and influen-

What is the RJC ?

As a certified member of the RJC, Agosi has gone one fundamental

ces a growing number of aspects in everyday life. Precious metals

The Responsible Jewellery Council, London, is an international not-

step further – the Chain of Custody (CoC) Certificate of the RJC.

in jewellery and other applications are no exception. From this

for-profit organisation. It aims at strengthening consumer trust in

perspective, an environmentally correct approach, the protection

the jewellery industry and its precious metals and precious stones

of human rights and social responsibility are key factors in the

supply chains. www.responsiblejewellery.com

entire manufacturing process.
At Allgemeine Gold- und Silberscheideanstalt AG, we are fully
aware of this responsibility towards our customers, employees and
the environment. On this basis, Agosi offers its support as your
competent partner for precious metals.
With its closed-loop concept, Agosi specializes in the refining of
secondary precious metals bearing materials. Consequently, we
entered the strict certification process of the RJC, resulting in Agosi
being the first German precious metals refiner to be granted the
RJC Certificate – a seal of quality for our products and their morally
and ethically correct background.

What is the purpose of the RJC ?
›› Production methods that are ethics-based, socially oriented 		
and environmentally beneficial
›› Implementation of these principles in the entire manufacturing
process – from mine to retail

What is your RJC benefit ?

This fundamental step has proven to be a further milestone for us.
Agosi is the first German precious metals supplier to have been
granted the CoC Certificate for a conflict-free supply chain of fine
gold. Agosi can ensure the certified origin of its fine gold from
ethically responsible sources. This is documented in corresponding
paperwork - a CoC Transfer Document accompanies each delivery
of CoC-conform material to Agosi’s customers.

International standards
In fact, this claim is becoming increasingly important for the entire
precious metals businesses as for the electrotechnical, IT- and

Simply said: responsibly produced jewellery.

investment industries. The customer demands information on the

For Agosi, the RJC principles are more than a mere orientation.

origin and processing of the material. The Agosi CoC Certificate also

They are fully applied according to the stringent RJC criteria, thus

complies to the standards of other international organizations:

creating conditions that have an influence right up to the sales
desk. With Agosi products and services you automatically profit
from this RJC benefit.

RJC for your advertising activities
You can be sure to purchase morally and ethically correct products
at Agosi, and you can be certain to offer to your customer a piece
of jewellery that is manufactured according to these guidelines.

›› OECD / Gold Guidance

Agosi products send yet another signal
towards greater justice, more fairness and
better transparency.
›› conflict-free
›› responsibly produced
›› of certified origin
Ask for Agosi CoC gold.
CoC-conform gold products with
CoC Transfer Document:
›› semi-finished products (gold alloys)
›› investment products (fine gold bars)
›› fine gold (granules)

›› EICC (Electronic Citizenship Coalition) / conflict-free 		
smelters programme (industrial applications)
›› LBMA / Gold Guidance Programme (Agosi is an
accredited Good Delivery Refiner by the London
Bullion Market Association)

You can prove the conflict-free origin of our material and its
sourcing from Agosi, an RJC-certified refiner. For this purpose and/
or your own advertising activities, our RJC certificate can be made
available to you on demand.
Agosi invites you to make use of this competitive benefit which also
demonstrates your own social and environmental commitment.

Responsibly produced jewellery:
As your partner for precious
metals, Agosi can provide you with
its RJC Certificate.

Yes, I regularly purchase precious metals and products from
certified refining at Agosi and would like to emphasize this
in my advertising activities. Please send me the Agosi RJC
Certificate (printed).
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